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Shortly after the sad news of her death, I went to
a screening of Chantal Akerman’s last ﬁlm, No
Home Movie.[1] The woman who introduced the
ﬁlm assured us — twice — that Akerman’s work
is “unsentimental.” I considered the value of her
insisting on this as on screen Akerman’s camera
sat ﬁxed upon her aged mother reminiscing,
doing chores, and towards the end trying to eat
a meal — with the help of a condescending
nurse — in the grip of an unsettlingly deep and
chronic cough. [read more]
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Tender Buttons is, famously, a text that deals with looking. As Stein details in her
Lectures, the book is the result of her decision to “include what is seen with hearing and
listening.”[1] The beautiful new edition accentuates this: it is the result of an act of
scholarly scrutiny and its facsimile images, showing Stein’s corrections to the ﬁrst
edition, make it possible for everyone to experience the thrill of seeing Stein at work on
her text. One of those images shows an inscription Stein added to Donald Sutherland’s
ﬁrst edition: “the concentration and the long struggle between sound sight sound and
wide. and when it all came out so strangely” (84). As a comment, it shows Stein’s
intention to emphasize sight over sound: sight should come ﬁrst. As an image, of
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Sound/Chest begins with a ﬁnd and a ﬂood. In
the basement of the University of Iowa library in
2008, Amish Trivedi discovered an old card
catalog and was arrested by its remnant labels.
Severed from the content they once organized,
the paired words and numbers of the catalog
have become the titles of poems that attempt to
reanimate lost relationships of sense. [read more]
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course, it stresses ‘sound.’ The image made me wonder about sound, and sound, in
Tender Buttons, and about the book’s position in literary history.[2]
Speaking, or “talking and listening,” is what Stein herself associates with the portraits
she wrote prior to Tender Buttons. Central to these pieces is a voice that says and says
and says, capturing slightly diﬀerent moments of being in a sequence of expressive
sentences (“and each time I said what they were as they were, as I was, naturally more
or less but never the same thing each time that I said what they were I said what they
were”).[3] It is, however, the “breathless” Stein, the Stein who appears to delete
‘speaking’ from her poetic agenda when she starts writing Tender Buttons, that critics
now put under the spotlight.[4] This modernist Stein seems to fall in between a romantic
tradition, with poets intent on breathing the inhuman air of poetic truth, and a post-
modern rediscovery of breath, with for example Charles Olson calling for a poetics of
breath. Yet I’m unable to look at Tender Buttons as some kind of airtight autonomous
construction. I see it as a book ﬁlled with breath, with sound that isn’t talk or music but
the whizzing of energy being spent — with ‘sound’ ﬁrst. After all, this is writing that deals
with the joys of consuming. Its collection of objects and their many uses, the “excellent
vapor” the food gives oﬀ (37), the eroticism, the open rooms with its currents indicate
that this is modernist poetry that reinvents Wordsworth’s understanding of poetry as “an
atmosphere of sensation.”[5] Stein constructs, rather than gains access to, her
atmosphere. Notwithstanding many objections, from (poetic?) “declarations” to the
state of the world (76), she takes care not to seal it oﬀ. Tender Buttons is Tender Buttons
because “there is a chair and plenty of breathing.”
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